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Amtor, an improved radioteleprinter system, using

microprocessor
by J. P. MARTINEZ, G3PUC
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In STBY. veN receive ARO or FECsignals.

Enters PITY mode in RECEIVE

Pressing any text key writ send the equivalent morse oode
returning to receive between letters

DIRECT
Connects FSK modern direct to the terminal There is no escape
frorn Vas mode except by switching the poweroff and on again.
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AMTOR MODE

CONTROL Function Remarks

A CO ARO Followed by 4 letters to make a seical code.

B J Ceti FEC

C Break-in ARO Only operates when in ARO mode.

p OFIT horn ARO Only operates when in ARO send.

F Listen-ARO To oopy another ARO signal. '

X Clear buffer To clear any un-sent input text.
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III 1000 canies mum
110 1100 me bee

a tot 1010 wean writ
bra 011 0110 ha.. vain

1 101 1100 pa,
1 110 1010 blare
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0 000 1111 elDha

4 110 0101 Contra 1
110 1010 Control '
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AMTOR modes - and the original RadCom article

arises if the request for a repeat is
garbled or not copied as A doesn't
then know whether he is being told
"no copy" or has just missed the ac-
tual repeat. With human operators
such problems can ususally be
sorted out.

AMTOR works by sending
blocks of three standard teleprinter
characters at a time, as FSK data,
with acknowledgement signals com-
ing back from the receive station in
the same manner. The miscopy pro-
blem is overcome by using two cod-
ed signals called Control 1 and

Control 2. When the receiving sta-
tion is copying OK, he
acknowledges with Control 1 and
Control 2 signals sent alternately
after each block, and if an error is
detected, he repeats the same con-
trol signal as last time. Thus if A
sends a repeat request, B does just
that (or if B receives an error the
same happens) until a perfect copy
has been made.

With voice communication, er-
rors are recogniseable by human
operators, except those which the
human ear can misinterpret, such as

the classic of "send reinforcements,
we are going to advance" becoming
"send three and fourpence we are
going to a dance"!

In an RTTY system, the possible
number of errors is limited by the 32
characters used, these being obtain-
ed by using all the combinations of
the five elements of the Baudot
Code. With AMTOR, seven data
elements are used, giving a possible
128 combinations, so that if only 32
are valid, reception of any of the
others must be due to an error. The
codes used out of these 128 com-
binations were specially selected to
minimise errors, by choosing only
those which had three '0" and four
'1' elements, making error detection
by the MPU reasonably easy.

Combinations

There are in fact 35 possible
combinations using this rule - of
the remaining three, one is used as a
repeat request character, known as
the "RQ" character, one is an idle
character, known as "beta", and the
third, "alpha", is also idle but also
has a special control function.

Once A has finished his
message, the QSO has to reverse
direction, but such that both stations
do not try and send at the same time.
With AMTOR, when B wants to start
a message, he stops sending Con-
trols 1 & 2, and instead sends Con-
trol 3. When A receives this he
sends a block consisting of beta,
alpha, beta. When this is copied by
B, B changes to transmitting blocks,
and receiving control codes. The
timing of all this is quite critical,
and readers are referred to the
original article (Radcom, August
1979) if they are interested. Also,
because of the small time delay bet-
ween sending and transmitting,
there is a practical limit on the
distances that can be covered with
AMTOR, depending on your exact
RX/TX and its changeover delay.

Because of the error detection
and correction used, the system is
much more reliable than ordinary
RTTY, in fact very much more
reliable.

Synchronisation

Obviously this is required to
maintain the accurate timing need-
ed, and is achieved using a series of
sync blocks sent by the master (sta-
tion A) until the slave (station B) has
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